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Abstract:- Due to a significant increase in the number of
automobiles, traffic congestion has become a serious issue
in recent years. This paper discusses various techniques
for forecasting traffic flow to resolve the issue of traffic
congestion. To begin, we will demonstrate how time series
can be applied in this field. Second, we will attempt to describe which time-series models will be most beneficial in
resolving the most pressing issue. Following that, we'll
compare the results obtained using various methods using
accuracy parameters. Additionally, we observe that the
ARIMA time series forecasting method is incapable of producing appropriate results due to the seasonality observed
in the data. We discovered in this research paper that the
SARIMA time series forecasting method produces more
accurate results when forecasting traffic flow at 15-minute
and 30-minute intervals. Additionally, we discovered that
for short time intervals, i.e., one minute, FBProphet outperforms SARIMA.
Keywords:- Traffic time-series, ARIMA, SARIMA, Facebook
Prophet, Traffic Prediction.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Congested traffic is a significant threat to any country's
growth. In developing countries such as India, the rapid
growth of the population and motorized vehicles is the primary
cause of traffic congestion. Traffic congestion costs commuters valuable work hours, which has a knock-on effect on the
country's economy as a whole.
Accessibility and mobility are also hampered by traffic
congestion. Congestion lengthens travel times and raises fuel
prices, putting businesses and employees who distribute products and services at a disadvantage. Every day, millions of
people all around the world are directly impacted by traffic
congestion. Traffic congestion also causes severe air pollution
and noise pollution, aggravating the entire environment. The
cost of fuel, the expense of transportation, health-related issues, and environmental issues can all be attributed to traffic
congestion. Qingyu et al. statically calculate external costs of
traffic congestion pricing in cities. [1]
With a total length of 5.5 million kilometers, India boasts
one of the world's greatest road networks. Roads in India
transport more than 90% of the country's passenger traffic.
This road system transports 64.5 percent of the country's commodities. [2] The figures offered show how crucial it is to fix
this problem. As the connectivity between cities, towns, and
villages has improved through time, road transportation has
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grown in popularity. With the increase in vehicle traffic, there
is an increased need for effective and advanced traffic management solutions. Existing traffic management systems are
based on real-time data and include pre-timed, vehicle-actuated, and adaptive traffic control systems.
The primary disadvantage of all of the solutions listed
above is that they are all real-time, which means they are completely reliant on the cameras and traffic controllers installed
at the crossroads. If any of the utilities fail to function properly
due to a hardware failure or other malfunction, it will be unable to provide an effective solution for traffic management. As
a result, a need exists for 'Predictive Analytics for Traffic
Flow' that is based on historical data, i.e., a more advanced
solution to the issue. The Government of India's initiative
'Smart City Missions' has also requested a resolution to this
critical issue.
Time series are data and information that have been accumulated over time and can be used to forecast data in the
near future. These data are gathered on a regular and detailed
basis. The stock market, specifically in forecasting stock values, is one of the most extensively utilized uses of time series.
Forecasting renewable energy is another time series application.
In numerous studies, time series are used to forecast traffic intensity and incoming traffic. Because traffic prediction is
such an important aspect of ITS (Intelligent Transportation
Systems), or Intelligent Transportation Systems. It uses time
series to forecast data or information based on previously gathered data at regular intervals, with the goal of improving traffic
conditions. The majority of Intelligent Transportation Systems
(ITS) research and deployments rely heavily on the study of
traffic time series.[3]
The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows; Section 2 shows the literature review about various traffic flow forecasting methods proposed to resolve this issue.
Section 3 introduces a time-series analysis of traffic data, and
subsequently time-series techniques are used to define shortterm traffic flow forecast models. Section 4 examines and discusses the predicting outcomes of various time-series models
for short-term traffic flow. This study comes to a close with
Section 5.
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II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

This section describes the literature on short-term traffic
forecasting methods and the techniques presented in this paper.
Traffic flow, or the number of vehicles passing through
a specific point in a given time period, is a point process, or a
type of random process made up of a collection of isolated
points accumulated over time. [4] When it comes to modelling
such point processes, data-driven approaches that are based
on, to find the stochasticity in observable data, statistical approaches are commonly used. [5] The two types of statistical
techniques utilized to solve the problem of traffic flow prediction are non-parametric statistical techniques and parametric
statistical techniques. [6] Nonparametric approaches such as
nonparametric regression [7] and neural networks are examples of nonparametric techniques. [8-19] Linear and nonlinear
regression, historical average methods [9], smoothing techniques [9,14,20], and autoregressive linear processes
[6,10,14,20-29] are among the parametric techniques.
When compared to other accessible methodologies, time
series analysis-based techniques such as the ARIMA (Auto
Regressive Moving Average) have been proven to be one of
the most precise methods for predicting traffic flow. [30] By
dissecting trends and seasonal patterns and extending the pattern into the future, time series models attempt to find patterns
in historical data. Because the traffic flow pattern demonstrates a strong seasonal pattern for specific hours, such as
peak and off-peak traffic conditions, which repeats at roughly
the same time every day. Models like SARIMA (Seasonal
Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average) are particularly
useful for simulating traffic flow [6,26,27,29,30]. Many investigations have discovered that the SARIMA model outperforms models based on a random walk and simple ARIMA.
[26,27,29,31] Smith et al. [32] showed that the best-performing non-parametric forecasting method is the k-Nearest Neighbor forecast model, SARIMA, a parametric forecasting
method, failed to match its predictive performance.
The research done for flow prediction using SARIMA
has one major flaw: they developed the model using huge datasets. Smith et al. [32], for example, used 45 days of data
taken at 15-minute intervals to forecast traffic flow for the next
day. Williams and Hoel [26] employed more than two months
of traffic flow measurements, with over 60,000 traffic flow observations collected every three minutes. Stathopoulos and
Karlaftis selected intervals that spanned a total of 106 days.
[33] Ghoesh et al. [23] utilized 20 days of traffic flow data
taken at the interval of 15 min. for model development. Furthermore, Mai et al. [30] utilized previous 26 days of traffic
flow observations taken at the interval of 15 min. for fitting
the SARIMA model.
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Dong et al. [28] uses the previous two months of flow
data aggregated to 5-minute intervals to train the ARIMA
model for projecting traffic flow for the next day. Lippi et al.
[29] used the SARIMA technique to create a model based on
the preceding four months of traffic flow observations from
loop detectors in nine California districts. Tan et al. [14]
trained the ARIMA forecasting model using time-series data
from traffic observations collected over several years. The use
of such a large database for model building may limit its applicability in situations where data availability is an issue. At
times, storing and maintaining historical databases can be a
difficult task. As a result, it would be ideal if time series forecasting models for predicting traffic flow could be developed,
which would require only limited input data for model development. FbProphet, [34] a Facebook-developed universal time
series model released in 2017, is an open-source algorithm. A
time-series prediction problem was solved using a curve fitting
approach. When modelling data with piecewise trends and
multi-cycle characteristics, FbProphet has a good effect; it's
good for forecasting short-term traffic flow and has a lot of
space for improvement. Kumar et. al. [35] have researched anticipating traffic flow using SARIMA and FbProphet.
The scope of the research is limited to applying various
time-series forecasting methods to anticipate the traffic flow
for the next upcoming day for various spans of intervals. This
research is performed on the data obtained from traffic cameras located on urban highways at Gandhinagar, Gujarat.
III.

TIMESERIES METHODS TO FORECAST
SHORT-TERM TRAFFIC FLOW

A. Time Series Analysis
A time series is a collection of statistical observations
that are organized chronologically. Every time series inherits
various specific patterns that are Trend, Seasonality / Cyclic,
Residual / Error, which can be shown by decomposition mechanism. The trend of time series is the long-term pattern. Seasonality can be described as repetitive patterns at particular
fixed intervals. Cyclicity is represented as repetitive patterns
at irregular intervals. Residual / Error is the unnecessary noise.
Time series can be expressed either additively or multiplicatively or the combination of both additive and multiplicative of trend, seasonality, and residual. For, our research we
have used an additive model as the magnitude of seasonal data
is independent of the magnitude of data. [36-37]
Additive: Observed = Trend + Seasonality + Cycle + Residual
(1)
Time series decomposition of the traffic data used in the
study can be represented as below, (see Fig.1.)
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Fig. 1. Traffic Flow Time Series Decomposition
For this study, we anticipated traffic for the following
day at various intervals of time, such as 5 minutes, 10 minutes,
15 minutes, 30 minutes, and 1 hour. As the forecasting is going
to be done for short intervals of time it is known as short-term
traffic forecasting..

OccurredTime
OccuredDate
Day
Event
CameraIp
Arm
VehicleType
VehicleCount
Speed

Traffic time series data gathered from the camera consists of various fields as described below,

Table 1. Traffic dataset fields
Time in UTC format at which data fetched from the camera.
Date for which traffic data is collected.
It represents the weekday name.
It is the name of the junction where the camera is installed.
Unique identification of camera using Ip address.
It is represented as a number 1,2,3 and 4 for 4 cross-roads where the camera is installed.
Type of vehicle i.e., two-wheeler, three-wheeler, four-wheeler, and longvehicle.
Count of each type of vehicle detected by the camera for each second.
Speed detected by the camera for each vehicle while crossing theroad.

As per the research, we have a scope limited to forecast
only inflow traffic so, we can consider only OccuredTime and
VehicleCount by ignoring other parameters as they have minimal effect on the result.
B. ARIMA Model
ARIMA stands for Auto Regressive Integrated Moving
Average which consists of AR (Auto Regressive) and MA
(Moving Average) models. AR of ARIMA consists of the
weighted sum of lagged values of the time series while MA
consists weighted sum of lagged predicted errors of the series
and I (Integrated) contain the difference value of the time series.

The ARIMA model has been widely and successfully applied to resolve different problems for univariate time-series
data having trend and without seasonality. ARIMA models are
applied to different systems such as social, economic, financial, industrial, agricultural, and many more systems to perform accurate forecasting.
In this paper, the ARIMA model is used with hyper tuned
parameters of p, d, and q for the traffic flow forecasting of 1
hour time interval, and the result of forecasting can be shown
as below (see Fig. 2.), but due to the limitation of the seasonality factor the model doesn’t provide proper results.

ARIMA can be expressed as the ARIMA (p, d, q) model
where, p is the order of AR, q is the order of MA and d is the
corresponding degree of first differencing involved.
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Fig. 2. ARIMA forecasting on traffic flow (1 minute)
C. SARIMA Model
SARIMA stands for Seasonal Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average model which is the extended version
of ARIMA with seasonality. As per the time series decomposition shown in the time series analysis, it is visible that traffic
data consists of seasonality. For, traffic data seasonality can be
seen for each day of the whole week as during morning time
traffic is less, which reaches to peak level during office hours
while it is a moderate level during noon time again in the evening traffic flow reaches at peak level while during night time
traffic flow is nearly zero.
SARIMA model consists of parameters (P, D, Q, S)
along with the (p, d, q). Parameters P, D, Q are similar to those

of p, d, q of the ARIMA model. While S represents the seasonality of the SARIMA model i.e., 12 for yearly, 4 for quarterly. Likewise, for 30 minutes of the interval, there will be 2
data points at each hour and during 24 hours we will have 24
* 2 = 48 data points so, Seasonality will be 48 for 30 minutes
of the time interval. Same way, if the data is taken for each
minute, then during 24 hours seasonality will be 24 * 60 =
1440.
In this paper, the SARIMA model is used to forecast the
traffic flow data for 15 minutes and 30 minutes intervals of the
next day which can be described as below (see Fig. 3.and Fig.
4.),

Fig. 3. SARIMA time series forecasting on traffic flow (15 minutes)
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Fig. 4. SARIMA time series forecasting on traffic flow (30 minutes)
During the research, it is found that the SARIMA model
doesn’t work appropriately for short time-interval spans i.e.,
for 1 minute and 5 minutes due to the large computational time
required by the model to provide forecasting. This limitation
is overcome by the FbProphet model.

multiple periods. This method is also resilient to missing values which means the overall performance won’t be affected by
the missing values. This technique won’t consider outliers
while training the model on time series data which is one of
the major points.

D. FbProphet Model
FbProphet stands for Facebook Prophet, which is an
open-source time-series algorithm developed by the research
team of Facebook. FbProphet accommodates seasonality with

In this paper, FbProphet is used on traffic inflow data for
short time intervals of data i.e., for 1 minute, to generate better
and appropriate forecasting for the next day for every minute.
The forecasting result of traffic flow for 1 minute of intervals
for the day can be shown as below (see Fig. 5.),

Fig. 5. FbProphet time series forecasting on traffic flow
(1 minute)
IV.

ANALYSIS AND IMPLICATIONS

In this research paper, we have obtained the results of
forecasted traffic flow for the next upcoming day for various
intervals of time. To choose an adequate model for a specific
interval we have considered R2. R2 i.e., coefficient of determination is one of the accuracy measures which is used to get
an accurate model.
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Algorithm
R2
ARIMA
NA
SARIMA
FbProphet
0.65
Table 2. Result Analysis (1 Minute)
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Algorithm
R2
ARIMA
NA
SARIMA
0.70
FbProphet
Table 3. Result Analysis (15 Minutes)
Algorithm
ARIMA
SARIMA
FbProphet
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